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Floating Classroom—Living Education 

Nine local primary and secondary schools as well 
as a Home Schooling group went to Urupukapuka 
to experience conservation firsthand.  

The three year education and leadership          
programme is a partnership between Project    
Island  Song and Kids Restore NZ, funded by Air 
NZ Environment Trust. It is also supported by 
Explore Group, DOC and Mazda Foundation. 

Reports back from the Okaihau Primary Year 5 
camp capture the time the student had and how it 
continues to impact once back home. “One group 
planted trees, while my group made different sorts 
of tracking boxes and pest traps. A couple of 
weeks ago I made a rat trap at home. I set it in a 
few different places but I hadn’t caught anything. 
The rat had been into the calf meal so I put some 
meal in my trap and set my trap by the meal and 
today I caught a rat!”    

Aimee, also from Okaihau Primary, was part of 
the planting crew. She helped plant some of the 450 native species at the back of Otehei Bay and Cable Bay. 
She says: “We planted 3 trees and 
named all of them. There were Fred, 
Rose and Camellia Jr...Man it was the 
best trip ever!”  
Nina from Okaihau was part of a team 
making a trap that had an ink pad in-
side “so when the pests step on the ink 
pad they would know that there is a 
pest on the island. First we had to try 
and figure out how to put it       to-
gether. We all had turns hammering in 
nails to keep it together. Our trap box 
had wire on each end with a hole on 
both sides so they can easily get in an 
out. After we had taken a photo of the 
trap box the instructor told us where 
to put them. We put ours under a palm 
tree in a garden. I hope that my trap 
box was a big help to the people who 
work hard to keep that island pest free. It was an amazing experience that I will never forget.” 

Kerikeri High School students making their first penguin nesting 

box. Photo: Helen Ough Dealy 

Kerikeri High School students planting the native forest of the future.  

Photo: Guardians of the Bay of Islands. 
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Bringing back the birdsong—note by note  

Tena koutou katoa  

Spring signals a new cycle of nature. On the islands, we expect to see the toutouwai breeding and hopefully the 
more secretive pateke.  The springtime antics of the island tui are a spectacle, with some close encounters for  
those who happen to find themselves amongst the aerial acrobatics. Our bird census is coming up shortly 
which will give us a better picture of how we are doing with the restoration. Please let us know if you would 
like to be involved, or if you can help out with boat transport. But spring is also a time of increased production 
for animal and plant pests. DOC remains ever-vigilant with island biosecurity and the Guardians are keeping a 
close eye on the mainland catch rates as well as around marinas and other biosecurity hotspots. We are         
currently reviewing Te Tangi o te Ata (mainland pest control programme), which has been going for five years 
now, to see if things can be done more effectively or efficiently. We hope to replicate this collaborative pest 
control programme with the Russell community. This is being initiated with Russell Landcare and through the  
Russell Future Plan. The Project Island Song weedbusters continue to do good work, alternating between 
Urupukapuka in the summer and Moturua in the winter. Weed control is also done on Moturua, Motuarohia 
and Motukiekie Island by private landowners and caretakers. 
 As summer approaches, many absentee landowners return to Ipipiri. We would love to share with you 
first-hand our translocation plan, where we propose to bring back twenty species in twenty years. 
 Your membership and support are always important to us. Become a Friend of Project Island Song, buy 
a T-shirt or give a trap sponsorship for Christmas. A donation to help us return a species, or for the ever-
important pest control to protect them, is another great way to secure Project Island Song for the future, visit 
our recently re-launched website www.projectislandsong.co.nz 
 

Nga mihi nui Fleur Corbett (Chair)    Feedback to: chair@projectislandsong.co.nz  

Lizards love islands. And although they are in 

low numbers on the islands of Ipipiri, the signs 

are good to protect those that are there, and 

reintroduce those that used to be there.  

Tracking cards recording the footprints of any 

lizards present, observational monitoring,      

daytime searches and  a night spotlight search of 

the north-eastern side of Okahu and       

Waewaetorea Islands are being used to find any 

lizards that might still live on these islands. But 

lizards won’t survive without food, in their case, 

moths. So, on the night of November 25th ,   

under the guidance of Derry Godbert, a series 

of moth traps were set on the southern side of 

Okahu. The night was clear, the light westerly 

soon died out leaving us with excellent         

conditions for a successful moth count. 

Traps were set in both bush and open areas and lit with strong LED lights. The trap design is a new one that Derry has 

been trialling in Kerikeri for the past month. In the Kerikeri area, where pesticides are used extensively, moths and some 

other invertebrates have shown an alarming decrease in numbers. A better result was expected on the islands. Moth   

numbers were not as great as we were hoping for, but very few of the larger species were found. Derry is recommending  

one more survey in  February when he thinks some of the larger  invertebrates will be around. While the moth traps were 

doing their job, a three-hour spotlight search was carried out for insects. Good    numbers of various spider species and a 

huge number and variety of micro insects were found. A spotlight search for lizards was also carried out; large numbers 

of shore skinks were found, but no sign of any arboreal  geckos. It is highly unlikely that any Northland green geckos 

exist on Okahu, however other species of gecko such as the common or pacific  may survived on some of the steep cliff 

areas and may show up in time. Large arboreal insects such as stick insects,    katydids and praying mantis, when found in 

abundance often suggests the presence of green geckos, however, with the exception of spiders, none of these green 

gecko food species were sighted. 

 

 

Lizards by Roger Chignall 

Derry Godbert sets moth traps on Okahu  25/11/14. 

Photo: Roger Chignall. 
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Translocation—new beginnings for Project Island Song      
by Richard Robbins 

Twenty species of birds, reptiles, invertebrates, and plants have been identified for reintroduction in the       

recently-developed Project Island Song Translocation Feasibility and Action Plan. The plan recognises that the      

islands off the northeast New Zealand free of introduced mammals are typically characterised by complex 

plant, invertebrate, reptile, and seabird ecosystems. Sea birds are the dominant influencers, fertilising and     

modifying soils. The islands of Ipipiri and Cape Brett would once have looked 

like this too.  

 Building on the extensive restoration, pest and weed management already 

in place, the proposed translocations have been incorporated into a 15 to 20 year 

timeline that accommodates a series of priorities, activities, and prerequisites for 

each species introduction. Over time, these introductions, in conjunction with the 

ongoing restoration, have the potential to help create a thriving native island  

ecosystem, with a diverse forest and numerous sea birds sustaining an abundance 

of native invertebrates, land birds, reptiles and plants. The proposed species    

include (not in translocation order): 

 

Pakahā/fluttering shearwater   Northern diving petrel 

Toutouwai/North Island robin  Tīeke/North Island saddleback 

Pōpokotea/whitehead    Northland brown kiwi 

Kākāriki/red crowned parakeet  South Island takahē 

Tītipounamu/North Island rifleman  Korimako/bellbird 

Kōkako/North Island kōkako   Hihi/stitchbird 

Northland green gecko    Robust skink 

Tuatara/northern tuatara   Flax weevil 

Pupuharakeke/flax snail   Northland tusked weta 

Kōwhai ngutukākā/Kakabeak    Cook’s scurvy grass 

 

The species include those once typical of the area, such as Northland brown kiwi 

and pupuharakeke/flax snail, ecologically important species e.g. seabird species 

that introduce marine nutrients into the island ecosystem, as well as threatened 

species including tuatara, takahē, and Cook's scurvy grass. Careful consideration 

has been made so that the plan can accommodate additional reintroductions, and 

does not limit future options through creating ecological conflicts. 

 

Earlier this year the plan was initiated with the release of toutouwai onto        

Moturua Island in June. Planning and fundraising has now been started for the 

reintroductions of tīeke, pōpokotea, and kōwhai ngutukākā in 2015. Some      

species, korimako and seabirds, may return by themselves, and the sequencing of 

the reintroduction gives adequate time for them to self-introduce before a    

translocation is considered. In the long term, some of the reintroduced species 

may spread to the neighbouring mainland by themselves, whilst a number of   

reintroductions have also been included for Cape Brett once adequate and      

ongoing pest management is in place. 

 

For more information on the species, a copy of the plan, or donating towards a reintroduction, please contact 
Richard on 09-4039006 or richard@projectislandsong.co.nz. The Project Island Song Feasibility and Action 
Plan was supported by Lotteries Grants Board and Air New Zealand Environment Trust. 

mailto:richard@projectislandsong.co.nz
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Bringing back the birdsong—note by note  

Mangahawea Bay, Moturua, is 

our favourite weedbusting site 

because of the species-rich (for 

Ipipiri) native regeneration.   

Kohekohe and puriri are       

seeding; haekaro, lace-bark,   

ake-ake and parataniwha are 

among the less-common species 

on Ipipiri that are established 

here together with the more 

widespread cabbage tree,   karo, 

mahoe, whau, mapou and 

hangehange.  

Unfortunately, mothplant has 

been established in this bay for a while and we have been working on it since 2011. The mothplant does not 

just climb the taller vegetation; it creeps through the Mexican Devil weed that is widespread in the regenerat-

ing vegetation, particularly in the seasonally dry creek beds and along the creek banks, and uses it as a ladder to 

get into the trees. It can also grow horizontally through the Devil and produce pods that are more or less in-

visible. Mexican Devil also takes up many of the good sites suitable for native  regeneration. Devil has to go! 

Spring Weedbusting—Dealing with the Devil  
By Barbara Parris 

Mexican Devil in the lower Mangahawea creek bed. Photo: Barbara Parris. 

A week after the weedbusters had pulled the Devil out by the roots and thrown it up onto the kikuyu to dry 

out and die. Numerous associated moth plants were also pulled out. Now there is a good cleared area for   

native seedlings. Watch this space for future developments.  

Dealing to the Mexican Devil Weed.  Photo: Barbara Parris. 
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“Project Island Song—Best conservation project on the planet!” 
      

Spraying, plant transport and planting days were achieved early pretty much as scheduled, in good weather   

before the weather broke in late June and a NE storm battered Northland from 9th to 12th July. There was   

willing help from DOC with its barge and Quad bike and, with teams of volunteers, the spraying, and plant 

transport up to 850 metres inland, was relatively painless. 

Urupukapuka—Cable and Ihumatea Bays   

Bay of Islands school children planted at Cable Bay on Friday 18th May, with boat transport provided by Ex-

plore NZ. Fullers again provided boat transport to Urupukapuka on Sunday 20th May for 99 keen volunteers 

so that we could finish planting at Ihumatea Bay. This area of mostly ex-pasture (kikuyu) has been planted with 

6000 mostly pioneer species in three years and will be left to nature. Canopy species have been planted in shel-

tered places.  Kahikatea along the damp valley floor and rewarewa are growing strongly on the drier slopes. We 

have already harvested seed this year from a kawaka or NZ cedar. We appreciate the support of both compa-

nies. Mass transport in winter over water would be a serious challenge, if not entirely impractical, without them. 

Sheep, which had damaged some of our earlier plantings at Entico Bay were seen nearby and, at short notice, 

we switched planting to sheep-free Moturua, instead.  

Moturua— Frenchman’s Line and Wai iti Bay  

Another 750 plants went into the very sheltered Frenchman’s Line valley and 960 into the equally sheltered 

catchment at Wai iti Bay.  In the midst of planting at Wai iti we were surprised by a visit from one of the North 

Island Robins released only 48 hours before at Homestead Bay on the other side of the island. Under a kanuka 

canopy we plant fewer plants and as well as shelter, spacing and usually sufficient light are important for canopy 

species.  

We are grateful for the transport of about 25 volunteers for each planting, some from Dove’s Bay in Fleur and 

Dennis Corbett’s launch, and others from Waitangi/Russell by Jim Cottier from Motuarohia Island.  The very 

sheltered 400 metre long valley of Frenchman’s Line has now absorbed 1800 plants in three years and will    

become, in time, kauri/broadleaf/podocarp lowland forest as will the Wai iti catchment. Rimu, Miro, kahikatea, 

and totara as well as taraire, puriri and kohekohe will form the future canopy with kauri as emergent trees. 

However, about 50 species so far, including sub-canopy trees, shrubs and vines are also being planted; it will 

take a long time for the podocarps to mature. In time, enhancing the habitat will pay dividends, not only in 

terms of diversity but changing the soil and leaf litter ecosystem, which is vital to forest health in an area much 

debilitated by many years of human habitation, fire and farming.  

3600 plants this year and in more diverse habitats 
by Rod Brown 

Theresa Vujcich on the Project Island stall at the 2014 

Bay of Islands P & I Show at the Waimate North 

Showgrounds. Photo: Debby Potts. 
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Winter Weedbusting or Re-wilding a Garden,  
Moturua-style—Barbara Parris 
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We visit Otupoho (Homestead) Bay on Moturua when we are unable to land at Mangahawea Bay because of 

weather conditions. The homestead is long gone (more than 30 years), but the old garden site, on flat land   

behind the beach, is mainly covered with kikuyu, scattered kanuka, wattles, watsonia and tobacco weed, and 

has little in the way of native regeneration. It is not one of the designated planting area, so we have to give       

regeneration a helping hand with some re-wilding. 

Re-wilding the site consists of dealing with the wattles and tobacco weed. Fig. 1 (on left) shows these two 

weeds in winter 2013   

prior to poisoning,      

toge ther  w i th the        

skeletons of dead  wattles, 

a cabbage tree and a   

couple of mahoe. Birds 

have perched on the   

wattles and spread the 

seeds of tobacco weed, 

mahoe, coprosma and 

kawakawa, but the       

tobacco weed is shading 

the numerous native   

seedlings.  

We helped the native 

seedlings along by       

poisoning the tobacco 

weed and leaving it  

standing to provide some shade while the 

seedlings adapted to the now much stronger 

light.  

Fig. 2 (on right), taken in winter 2014, shows 

an old dead wattle, the skeletons of tobacco 

weeds poisoned in 2013, young wattle and 

tobacco plants hung up to dry out and die on 

the left, and young mahoe and very small 

kawakawa on the right. The natives will grow 

to provide shade that is so dense that       

tobacco weed and wattle will not germinate, 

and the kikuyu will eventually die.  

It’s a slow process!  
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Te Tangi o Te Ata/Mainland Pest Control Update  
by Fleur Corbett 

1 Year Trap Sponsorship - Help Keep the Islands Pest-free 

Sponsor a rat trap on the mainland for twelve months and be part of the best conservation project on the  
planet! Your trap will help keep rats from getting to the islands. Your trap  sponsorship certificate will be 
emailed to you with the trap’s GPS co-ordinates. Quarterly trap catch updates will be listed on the Project    
Island Song  website www.project islandsong.co.nz. 

       Trap sponsorship: $25                        Donation: $........................ 

NAME:                …………………………………………………………………………………………………  

ADDRESS: ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

EMAIL:  …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

PAYMENT METHOD: Cash/Cheque  P O Box 367 Paihia or Direct Credit to: BNZ  A/c 020386 0008856 002 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Bringing back the birdsong—note by note  

Moturua, despite the centuries of human habitation has, in its 

evolving forest since farming ceased about 60 years ago, fine     

specimens of puawananga (Clematis paniculata). This climbing 

vine’s showy white flowers can be seen in springtime, in the 

Wai-iti and Mangahawea catchments. Some vine stems are 

30mm in diameter but they are known to grow up to 100mm 

thick. They have not yet been found in the Frenchman’s Line 

catchment and we have now planted a few vines there.  

These vines climb for the light using tendrils which are       

modified leaf stalks and have male and female flowers on    

separate plants with the male flowers being larger and showier.  

Clematis paniculata—Puawananga. Photo: 

NZLifestyleblock.co.nz 

It’s been five years since mainland pest control was put in place to coincide with the aerial eradication of  

mammalian pests on the islands of Ipipiri. This work was guided by a report commissioned by Northland   

Regional Council and was done by John Innes from Landcare Research. Recommendations from the report 

supported surveillance systems on the islands and the setting up Project Points (headlands between Rawhiti 

Point in the east and the western end of Orokawa Peninsula) and Project Strip (13km roadway from Dick's 

Bay to Kaimarama Bay), using DOC best practise. Extending the pest control inland was recommended as was 

the continuation of pest control around Russell. The report also concluded that the best opportunity for large 

scale, mainland island type biodiversity  restoration lies in the large, adjacent Cape Brett peninsula forest. 

Five years on, all these recommendations have been implemented. We operate on the premise that rats, and to 

a lesser but more damaging degree, stoats, may turn up on the islands from time to time. Last summer three 

male Norway rats were caught on Urupukpuka and one on Motuarohia. But the catch rate on the mainland is 

higher for ship rats. So we must ask where are these Norways coming from? A camper reported some unusual 

chew marks in a tent which triggered and incursion response to DOC. The shortest swimmable distance is 

783m between Orerewai Point on the Rawhiti Peninsula to Urupukapuka Island or 544m, if rockhopping from 

Tawiriwiri, also at Rawhiti. 

The review currently underway includes improving our catch data to differentiate between Norway and ship 

rats, and finding out what we are not catching on the mainland. This can be done with monitoring tools such 

as tracking tunnels and wax tag lines in key areas such as swamps and other identified hot spots. The review 

will also look at wider considerations such as pest control on Cape Brett and extending westwards to Russell. 

It is expected to be completed in January 2015. 
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How You Can Help... 

Project Island Song—helping the islands of  Ipipiri sing again 

Project Island Song is a partnership between the Guardians of the Bay of Islands Incorporated (a voluntary      

community group), Rawhiti hapu Ngati Kuta and Patukeha, as kaitiaki, and the Department of Conservation 

(DOC).  

The aim of Project Island Song is to restore ecological balance to a group of islands in the Bay of Islands,  known 

as Ipipiri. For many years there has been growing concern about the decline in islands’ biodiversity. Now, there is 

an opportunity for people to restore them by combining  energies, talents and cultures.  

Project Island Song Partner Contacts: Guardians—Fleur Corbett chair@projectislandsong.co.nz; Hapu—Blandy    

Witehira blandyw@hotmail.com ; DOC—Adrian Walker awalker@doc.govt.nz  

Spring 2014   Island Twitter  

 Join the Project island Song Weedbusters and deal to 

those weeds! Contact: Barbara Parris on               

barbara2parris@gmail.com 

 Project Island Song is now on Facebook so join up 

as a Friend and keep in touch.   

 Get yourself onto the volunteer list and go out and 

enjoy the pest-free islands with a bit of not-so-heavy 

labour thrown in as well.                                     

Contact: volunteer@projectislandsong.co.nz  

 Learn more about the project by going on-line to 

www.projectislandsong.co.nz or sending an email to: 

info@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 Cut out the rat trap sponsorship form in this      

newsletter and get rid of rats on the mainland.                                                   

E-mail: info@yahoo.co.nz 

 

 Join up—your membership of the Guardians of the 

Bay of Islands will help keep these islands pest-free. 

E-mail treasurer@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 Get involved with events and exhibitions— send an 

e-mail to: info@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 Become a summertime roving volunteer, walking the   

islands and talking to visitors about the project.        

E-mail: volunteer@projectislandsong.co.nz  

 Give a tax deductible donation to the Guardians of 

the Bay of Islands Incorporated— you will be     

helping to bring endangered birds back to the      

islands! Contact: chair@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 When you visit the islands of the eastern Bay of Is-

lands—STOP, CHECK (for pests) then GO ( & 

have fun!) 

Guardians of  the Bay Contacts 

Chair  Fleur Corbett     

  chair@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 

Restoration Richard Robbins    

  richard@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 

Volunteers Theresa Vujcich   

  volunteer@projectislandsong.co.nz 

 

Newsletter Helen Ough Dealy   

  newsletter@projectislandsong.co.nz 

Watch Out For  

Dec 21 Russell Xmas Parade 

Jan 6 Urupukapuka Island Fun Day 

Jan 7 Amazing Race, Paihia Summer Festival 

 

Project Island Song is also protected by mainland pest   

control: Projects Strip and Points. John Booth (Eastern Bay 

of Islands Preservation Society) coordinates Te Tang o Te 

Ata, the pest control efforts of landowners, managers,  

community conservation groups, and government agencies 

along the eastern Bay of Islands resulting in improved    

natural biodiversity. Contact boothy3@yahoo.co.nz   

Te Tangi o Te Ata 
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Thank you for supporting these companies and organisations  
that support Project Island Song  

Spring 2014   Island Twitter  

Kerikeri Shadehouse 

Volunteers 
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